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Alignment Methods For Parallel Texts 
Naoual BOUHRIM, Lahbib ZENKOUAR 

 

Abstract— This paper aims to present a review of the methods and techniques used to align parallel texts. The alignment methods 
included in this paper are exposed to three categories; sentences alignments, words Alignment, and Phrase-based alignment. The main 
purpose is to establish a benchmarking between the different methods using the phrase-based alignment, the result of this work will help 
us in the next researches to choose the right approach for the Automatic Language Translation (French / Amazighe).. 

Index Terms— ALT, Corpus, parallel text, Sentence alignment, text alignment. 

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
O improve the communication between different parties, 
each with its own language, many types of research in the 
field of Automatic Language Translation try to find best 

solutions that will help us to have a high quality of translation 
with optimizing resources and time.  

The text alignment between two or more languages is a pre-
liminary step for the automatic translation. 

For this, our job is to identify the different methods used in 
the state of the art, for the Automatic Language Translation. 

In this paper, the first section reserved to the terminology, 
the second will be devoted to the methods of phrase-based 
alignment and finally, the third section will be dedicated to 
the alignment application. 

2 TERMINOLOGY 
2.1 Parallel text 
In the ALT area, the parallel texts are represented as a set of 
his original texts and their translations.  
According to Véronis, 2000 [1], these parallel texts represent a 
source of ambiguity depending on the domain where this ter-
minology is used. 
Furthermore, it's found in the literature the terminology of 
"comparable Texts" which represents sets of text, Provided 
that none is a translation of one of them. 

2.2 Proposal 
It is an entity smaller than the "Sentence" and bigger than a 
"Word", generally surrounded by graphic separators. 

2.3 Sentence 
According to Simard (1998) [2], the sentence is a sequence of 
syntactically autonomous words, which ends with «.». 

 
 

 
 

2.4 Alignement 
In this work, the alignment is defined as being at the same 

time the operation of alignment and its result. 

2.5 Alignement operation 
It is about a process which receives several texts  

drafted in various languages  having for result, a the list 
of sets  Established each of the element 

 

2.6 The element to be aligned 
The mathematical formulation of the element to be aligned 

can define itself in the following way: 
 

 
Let  the assembly of these elements , we will find : 

 
 
 

2.7 Pearl 
It is a terminology proposed by Brown and al. (1991) [3], 
which defines the element resulting from the alignment of two 
texts of entry  
 
 
 
 
 
N.B :                   can have null values according to Gale and 
Church (1993) [4], There are six models of pearl in the litera-
ture:  
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2.8 Alignement Result 
An alignment L, result of the alignment operation’s, con-

sists of a number t of pearls P : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3 METHODS OF PHRASE ALIGNEMENT  
The first work, which founded in the literature, belongs to Kay 
and Röscheisen (1988) [5].The majority of the works, which 
succeed the latter, based generally on three  
Hypothesis: 
- The order of the sentences is identical. 
- Generally, the alignment is of the order of 1: 1. 
He is rare to make an abolition or an insertion of a unity. 
The following part, present the detail the approaches used for 
every kind of alignment: 

3.1 A method based on the information of lexical 
correspondence 

Kay and Kay and Röscheisen (1993) [6] proposed the first 
method based on the lexical correspondence. 

The procedure of alignment consists of four operations, 
namely: 

- The construction of the table« Word-Sentence Index » 
(WSI). 

- The construction of the table « Alignable Sentence Ta-
ble » (AST). 

- The construction of the table « Word Alignment Table 
» (WAT). 

- The construction of the table « Sentence Alignment 
Table » (SAT). 
The majority of the works using this method are based on two 
hypothesis: 

 Hypothesis 1: Correspondence of contents 
Let’s take two parallel texts and such as : 
*   is constituted by the sentences:  

 ; ;  ; 

*  is constituted by the sentences:  
 ; ;  ; 

If the various elements have the correspondences below: 
; ;  

;  

; ;  

The sentences are considered below are aligned: 
 

 

 
 Hypothesis 2: Diagonalisation of the alignment 
This hypothesis consists in creating the correspondence of 

the sentences according to the diagonal of both texts  and 
: 

 
 

 
 

TABLE 1 
CLASSIFICATION OF PEARLS 
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3.1.1 Table « Word-Sentence Index » (WSI) 
The objective of this table is to define the cases of an element E 

which not have the same form. 
We define lemmas as being sub-chains with prefixes or suffix-

es. To divide these sub-chains, a called method sorts out pro-
posed by Knuth, 1997 [7] allows recognizing initial or final se-
quences common to several words. 

Let us consider the following list: 
 

 
Example : 
The lemma of the cases: Nouvelles, nouvelle, nouveaux, nouveau 
est nouve. 

3.1.2 Table « Alignable Sentence Table » (AST) 
As previously indicated, the alignment of the sentences of 

two parallel texts can be deducted thanks to the calculation of 
the diagonal; the obtained result is a shape of correspondence 
between a sentence of the source text with a sentence of the 
target text. 

In the reality, a sentence can be aligned with several sen-
tences, and that needs more calculation to define these align-
ments. 

3.1.3 Table « Word Alignment Table » (WAT) 
This table contains the pairs of elements having a raised rate of 
similarity of distribution. The case of these following two texts 
has been taken for illustration: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The diagonal of  is : 

 
 

The distribution of every element of the example is: 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

    
 
 

 
Among the pairs susceptible to be aligned, b and ß are 

founded to confirm the correspondence we have to calculate 
their similarity, to be made this we must: 

 
1- Calculate the Cartesian product of both distributions: 

 
 

 
2- Calculate the result of the intersection between the Car-

tesian product and the diagonal: 
 

 
 

3- Calculate the similarity S according to the coefficient of 
Dice (van Rijsbergen, 1979 [8]). 

 
 
 
 

Because the value of “1” is the maximal value which the 
similarity can reach, it can be concluded that elements b and ß 
are corresponding elements. 

There are other methods which exist in the state of the art 
and which define the similarity S based on the frequency of 
the words, Example: 

- Method of Kay ; 
- Method of Gale (Gale& Church (1991) [9]; 
- Method of BACCS (Fung & Church, 1994) [10]. 

 

3.1.4 Table « Sentence Alignment Table » (SAT) 
This table contains the sentences that can be aligned with a 

corresponding number of elements. 
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As the number of correspondence is big, as the alignment of 
two sentences is justified. 
In our case, we can confirm the alignment between the sen-
tences - - - . 
 

3.1.5 Advantages & Disadvantages 
The main advantage of these types of methods lives in the in-
dependence of the languages to be handled. but the major in-
convenience which we can meet, is the problem of matching of 
the words having small frequencies (Example: If we have 2 
words which have a frequency equal to 1 in the source text 
and the single word in the target text with the same frequency 
(1), in this case the matching is impossible). 

3.2 Alignement Method based on length correlation.  
The approach of these types of methods based on the hy-
pothesis saying that both parallel texts have the same number 
of sentences or a logical report between the lengths of both 
parallel texts. 
The approach of these types of methods based on the hy-
pothesis saying that both parallel texts have the same number 
of sentences or a logical report between the lengths of both 
parallel texts. 
Among the most known methods, we quote the method bas-
ing itself on the length of the sentences proposed in the works 
of [Brown on 1991] [3] and [Mange 1993] [4]. This method con-
siders that the length of the sentences in the source text and 
that of their translations in the target language are correlated 
and the second method is based on the length of segments 
presented in the searches (researches) of [VERONIS, LANG-
LAIS on 2000].  
3.2.1 Method of Brown 
This method considers a text as being a sequence of lengths of 
sentences (number of the graphic words) more the markers 
(scorers) of paragraph (Carriage return - ¶). 

According to Brown, we can represent a text in the French 
language in the following way:  

This representation illustrates a case of a paragraph written 
in French language compound of three sentences established 
respectively by 18, 22 and 4 graphic words. 

This is an example of an alignment between two texts 
(French and amazighe): 

 
 

There are eight possibilities of pearls in the case of the 
method of Brown, namely: 

o Pearl-fa : A French sentence and an amazighe sen-
tence ; 

o Pearl-f: A French sentence and no sentence on 
amazighe; 

o Pearl-a: No French sentence and a sentence on 
amazighe;  

o Pearl-ffa: Tow French sentence and one amazighe ;  
o Pearl-faa: A French sentence and two sentences 

amazighe;  
o Pearl-¶f: A marker of French paragraph and no 

marker of amazighe ;  
o Pearl-¶a: No marker of French paragraph and a 

marker of amazighe;  
o Pearl-¶f¶a : A marker of French paragraph and a 

marker of amazighe;  
If the correct alignment corresponds to: 
{(1st French sentence - ,1st amazighe sentence - ), 
(2nd and 3rd French sentence - ,2nd amazighe sentence -

), 
(3rd amazighe sentence - ), 
(Marker of the paragagraph - , Marker of the paragraph -

)}. 
 
He is represented as follows: 
 

    
 
The method of Brown is based on a model HMM (Hidden 

Markov Model) which distorts between two random processes 
Generation of pearls and Calculation of the probability of 
pearls. 
3.2.2 Method of Gale 

Contrary to the method of Brown, the method of Mange 
calculates the length of a sentence according to the number of 
characters and not of the number of words. 

Gale added the hypothesis, where we can have a combina-
tion established by two sentences of every text, to the hy-
pothesis proposed by Brown. For that purpose, Gale defined 
six models: 

- Substitution (1-1) ; 
- Abolition (1-0) ; 
- Insertion (0-1) ; 
- Contraction (2-1) ; 
- Expansion (1-2) ; 
- Fusion (2-2). 

 
 
 
 

TABLE 2 
TABLE SAT 

Pair of sentence 
Corresponding elements 

Group of  elements Number 

  3 

  3 

  3 

  3 
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With: 

 : The Sentence of the source text. 
 : The Sentence of the target text. 

 : A function based on a probability model, which defines the 
cost of every model, by couple . 
a. The substitution of  with Generate the cost 

. 
b. The abolition of Generate the cost . 
c. The insertion of Generate the cost . 
d. The contraction of  and  to  Generate the cost 

. 
e. The expansion of  to  and Generate the cost 

. 
f. The fusion of  and Corresponding to  and Gen-

erate the cost . 
: A function which determines the score of pair , 

this function return the minimum of six cases of model: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2.3 Advantages and disadvantages: 
The simplicity of calculation gives an advantage to these types 
of methods, but the obtained results are lacking precision 
when it is about complex problems. 
 

3.3 Methods with improving the exploitation of lexical 
information 

To improve the quality of the alignment, several methods 
use other tracks such as: 

 Bilingual external dictionaries as source of lexical 
matching (Method of Kay) 

 Introduction to concept of « cognates » used by 
Simard and al. 1992 [11] 

According to David, ed. (2011) [ 12 ], cognates or " related 
words " are words which have an origin, a common etymol-

ogy. The term can indicate words of the same language or the 
words of different languages. 

Example of cognates: 
Words : sûr in frensh, segurin occitan and catalan, seguro in 

espagnol and portugais, sicuro in italien are cognates,because 
they are all directly stemming from the Latin word sēcūrus. 
Forgeries-friends: 
It happens that two words stemming from the same root 
evolve into different meanings, they become then what we call 
forgeries-friends. For example, The French word “journée” 
and the English word “journey” result both from the old for-
mer French of the XIth century jornee, meaning "journey or day 
labor". Since then, the English term kept the idea of the jour-
ney, and French held the temporal sense, which we know. 
3.3.1 Method of Simard 
Simard and al. (1992) detected the weakness of the classic 
methods based on the correlation of length for the complex 
problems. 
His proposal was about calculating the "cognacity" of the sen-
tences, that is to say, that a pair of sentences, which are mutual 
translations, contains much more of cognates than a random 
pair of sentences. 
Simard proposed an algorithm of detection of cognates, as 
follows: 

 and  a pair of sentences. 
– Creation of the lists and of words t of every sentence; 
– Comparison of the elements of both lists. Let’s take two can-
didates  and of lists of words respectively   and ; 
- Categorization of the elements of lists. T is a candidate for a 
pair of cognate, if he corresponds to one of the following cate-
gories: 
1.  consists completely of letters and number and contains at 
least a number; 
2.  exclusively consists of letters and contains at least four 
letters; 
3.  is a character of simple punctuation . 
        - are are cognates if and only if 

1. Both belong to the category 1 or 3 and that they are    
completely identical; 
2. Both belong to the category 2 and they have       
their four first characters identical. 

 
Therefore, in order to identify a pair of cognates, Simard de-
fines a common maximal sub-chain as an initial sub-chain con-
taining at least four letters.  
 
3.3.2 Method of Debili and Sammouda 
The main steps of the method of Debili and Sammouda (1992) 
[13] are : 

 Search for translations of chains in the target lan-
guage, and vice versa. 

 Comparison and evaluation (N) chains susceptible to 
be aligned. 

Calculation of the global note of the alignment. 
 
 
 
 

 Initialization of the score 𝐷𝐷(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) =  0 

Calculation for each Pair (𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 ,  𝑇𝑇𝑗𝑗 ) the 
function 𝑑𝑑 

 

Assign the highest score 𝐷𝐷(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗)  for each 
Pair (𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 ,  𝑇𝑇𝑗𝑗 ) 

Found the sequence of couples having 
the highest score 

 

Fig. 1. The algorithm of Gale 
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With : 
 : Number of character in the chain  . 
 : The number of common maximal sub-chains with the 

length . 
 
Let’s take: 

: The best mark obtained in the direction  towards . 
: The best mark obtained in the direction  towards .  

 
The global note is:  
 
Example:  
      1.  Consultation with dictionary. 
The word« ministère » contains as translations: 

– agency 
– crown 
– department 
– ministère 
– office 
«minister» contains : 
Et– minister 
– pasteur 
– secrétaire 
 
2.  Comparison of the French chain « ministère » Com-

parison of the English chain «minister». The best note is ob-
tained with the word« minister » : 
 
 
 
 

3.  Comparison of the English chain " minister " with 
each of the translations of the French chain "ministère". The 
best note is obtained with the word « ministry » : 
 
 
 
 
The global note is :  

 
 

3.3.3 Advantages & disadvantages 
The notion of cognates allowed these types of methods to 

improve simply without using the lexical information. 
On the other hand, it is impossible to apply these methods 

to the languages which do not belong to the same family. 
The idea of Debili and Sammouda to make the evaluation 

in both senses improve well the precision of alignment. 
 

3.4 Combines methods 
The approach to these types of methods is to combine sev-

eral methods to increase the quality of the alignment. 
We find several methods existing in the literature, namely: 

Langlais (Langlais, 1997 [14]; Langlais & El-Bèze, 1997 [15]) , 
Simard & Plamondon (1998) [3] and the technique of Kraif 
(1999, 2001) [16][17]. 

 

3.4.1 Method of Langlais 
This method integrates a model which takes care of the con-
straints of the surface (length of sentences and frequency of 
every model of translation) and the linguistic constraints; his 
mechanism of alignment consists in : 

 Reduce the space of research, to return the less com-
plex problem. 

 An alignment which remits in an algorithm of dy-
namic programming for the research of the optimal 
alignment by considering scores putting surface as 
a linguistic indication 

3.4.2 Method of Simard and Plamondon 
Simard and Plamondon ( 1998 [ 18 ] ) proposed a method 

which consisted in combining(organizing) the strength of the 
methods based on the information of the characters and the 
precision of the methods based on the lexical information. 

Their approach consists in realizing two steps: 
 First step: the mapping bi-textual (realized by 

means of the program Jacal which tries to put in 
correspondence the isolated cognates). 

 Intermediate step: segmentation of the space of 
search. 

 The second stage: alignment of the sentences (real-
ized thanks to the program Salign based on the 
Model 1 of Brown). 

3.4.3 Advantages and disadvantages: 
The concept of a segment of research space improve the preci-
sion in a significant way, nevertheless, the problem bound to 
the notion of cognate  limits its application in a set of lan-
guages restricts. 

4 APPLICATION 
In this section, we are going to use a tool to align two docu-
ments (one in French and the other one in amazighe) 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We take the example of two words « Lancement » having a fre-
quency of 26 and « ⵜⵕⵥⵎ »having a frequency of 29. 

 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 2. Alignment 
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The following figure presents the correlation between these 
two words: 

 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Below Map mentioning the position of both words: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The concordance of both words: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
This paper describes the state of art on the methods used for 
the alignment of parallel texts. The characteristics of these 
methods have been mentioned in terms of advantages and 
drawbacks. It was found that the combined methods are pre-
cise and powerful when integrating both surface and lexical 
constraints. 
The use of the combined approach enables an efficient align-
ment especially for languages belonging to different families 
(French-Amazighe).  
The adoption of such an approach is going to allow us to real-
ize an effective alignment especially for languages which do 
not belong in the same family (French language and the 
amazighe language). 
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Fig. 5. Map 

 

Fig. 6. Matching 
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